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Abstract
Ever increasing population of social media and increasing trend of sharing information related to several different topics has the great potential
to use this information for different purposes such as disaster management. The use of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) has its own
challenges because of the unstructured nature of social media such as extracting information out of noise and credibility related issues. This
project focusses on the core issues of using user generated content for disaster management in developing countries.
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Motivation and Project Objectives

Frequency and impact of natural disasters is on
the rise worldwide (Kellenberg & Mobarak, 2008 ;
Whybark, 2007). For more than fifty years,
researchers have focused on a series of vital
questions such as human occupancy of hazard
zones, response of people and societies, and how to
lessen the effects of environmental hazards (Cutter,
2012). A well-structured database about natural
disasters can better answer these questions and can
be an efficient source of analysing causes, effects,
capacity, vulnerability and further planning of
disaster management such as EM-DAT1.
The Himalayas are the youngest mountain range
in the world. This mountain range is still
geologically active (Lavé & Avouac, 2000), which
causes a high occurrence of natural disasters in this
region. Documenting natural disasters is important
in order to understand current issues and future
predictions. Although this kind of information is
available, it is technically incomplete and difficult
to maintain.
People share a bulk of information on social
media sites such as Twitter during mass
emergencies (Hossmann et al., 2011 ; Terpstra et
al., 2012). Information shared on social media is
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not only usable, but also very valuable in terms of
its contents (Kavanaugh & Yang, 2011). In case of
disaster in a region the most important information
for disaster response organizations are location,
timing and impact (Jongman et al., 2015). Social
media has the potential to serve in all these aspects.
The increasing trend of using smart phones and
accessibility to fast internet connections are the
main causes of rapid growth of social media
population (Kwak et al., 2010). Social media users
such as Twitter community tend to share bulk of
tweets publicly available and these tweets have
great potential to extract meaningful information
and use this information during emergency events.
But it is often very difficult to filter only “useful
information” from the Twitter stream by making
keyword based queries and thus it is recommended
to use machine leaning algorithms to filter
information (Sakaki, Okazaki, & Matsuo, 2013).
Credibility of information shared on social media
is another challenge to using this type of data
during disasters. Mendoza, Poblete, & Castillo
(2010) state in their research that rumours tend to
be questioned more than authentic news and
propose a framework to deal with credibility
issues.
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Gelernter & Balaji (2013) discuss the increased
use of geographical content in tweets during
disasters. This geographic location information can
be used to manage rescue operations during and
after disasters and also for generating maps.
Although disaster relief is very important issue, but
no research has done on utilizing VGI to design and
create natural disaster database.
Overall aim of this study is to analyse different
aspects of disaster related information shared on
Twitter about any disaster happening in Himalayan
region and its surrounding countries. This social
media data has the potential to contain helpful
geographic information and situational updates
during mass emergency events. These can be used
by disaster response agencies for efficient
management. This research will help to investigate
the issues brought about by natural hazard
phenomena.
The objectives of this research are to:
•
Apply machine learning algorithms to
resolve keyword ambiguities and optimize tweet
classification
•
Assess credibility of tweets based on data
quality standards of tweets shared during disasters
•
Analyse the granularity of geographic
features reported in tweets during disasters,
geoparsing and geocoding those geographic
features to display on the map for visual
representations
•
Conceptualize and implement a VGI based
natural disaster database
2

State of the art

Sakaki, Okazaki, & Matsuo (2013) discussed
‘semantic analysis of tweets’ in their research.
They did this analysis to detect target events from
tweets. They also mentioned that identifying
keywords alone from tweets about disasters is not
enough to gather valuable information about the
event. Verma et al. (2011) studied tweets
‘contributing to situational awareness’ and tweets
‘not contributing to situational awareness’. They
used examples of tweets discussing the disaster but
not contributing to situational awareness, as they
do not give any actionable information.
Acar and Muraki (2011) argue that it is often very
difficult to filter correct information out of the
Twitter data stream. Uncontrollable informal

retweets question the certainty and reliability of
Twitter in disaster situations because during a
disaster credibility of information is very
important. Semantic analysis of tweets and
keyword ambiguities have very little or no research
about tweets originating from Himalayan region
and its surrounding countries, moreover the role of
geographic features has never been studied in
Naïve Bayes classification efficiency.
Twitter streaming Application Program Interface
(API) downloads many fields called metadata of
tweet with tweet text field. This metadata can be
used to effectively assess tweet credibility (Canini,
Suh, & Pirolli, 2011). Credibility assessment issues
are expected to be more complex due to cultural
and language diversity in the Himalayan region.
When there is a disaster, precise location
identification is a very important element in many
situations.
Disaster/emergency
response
organizations can only respond if they know
precise locations. People tend to add location
information when they share something about
disasters on social media. Lingad, Karimi, & Yin
(2013) discuss a tool “Named Entity Recognizers”.
They state that location extraction from microblogs
is becoming more accurate and that such tools have
great potential to find out locational information
more correctly.
Social media’s application to disaster
management is getting more and more important
because of its real-time nature such as
TweetTracker (Kumar et al., 2011), Artificial
Intelligence for Disaster Response (AIDR) (Imran
et al., 2014), Twitcident (Abel et al., 2012),
ScatterBlogs for situational awareness (Thom et
al., 2015).
Since forecasting disaster is difficult, efficient
disaster management is very important to improve
disaster response. There are many national and
international organizations maintaining records of
natural disasters such as EM-DAT, a famous global
natural and technological disaster database. Such
databases are created and maintained by data
collected from different primary and secondary
data sources. Witham (2005) discussed in his
research various issues about completeness and
accuracy of maintaining databases about disasters.
He also presented a new database about volcanic
disasters and analyse this information for risk
management.
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The role of social media as a great potential
source of data during disasters has already been
discussed, this research focusses on using
information shared on Twitter to design a VGI
based database. Designing and developing VGI
based databases is a novel concept for the
Himalayan region. This research gap formulated
the following research questions:
RQ 1: Which data mining techniques are
successful in identifying relevant tweets
originating from developing countries?
RQ 2: Does information shared on social media
meet quality indicators for user generated content
(UGC) to use in case of disasters in the Himalaya
region?
RQ 3: What is geographic feature granularity in
UGC during disasters?
RQ 4: What are the potential contributions of
social media data in designing and developing VGI
based disaster database for the Himalaya region?

features reported during the event. These
geographic features then later be geoparsed and
geocoded by available online platforms such as
address-parser and gisgraphy. Geoparsing is the
process of automatically identifying geographical
information (names of places) from text (Gelernter
& Balaji, 2013). Geocoding is the process of
converting text into geographical coordinates
(Ratcliffe, 2004). The spatial information
identified from the tweets will be displayed on the
map. This map is expected to reveal complex
locations patterns about social media user’s way of
reporting locations during disasters.
Tweet text with its metadata will be analysed to
identify potential attributes and entities to design
an Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD). This
analysis will be performed on adequate subset of
acquired data. Designed ERD will be used for
development of the database.
4
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Conclusion

Methods

Twitter offers free, real-time data (tweets)
downloads through its streaming API. This API
requires certain parameters to capture tweets such
as particular keywords, tweets sent from particular
users, or tweets originating from a particular
region. For this research, an application has been
designed in R to capture real-time tweets without
any pause, based on disaster-related keywords such
as flood, earthquake, and landslide. Starting from
25.4.2015 more than 25 Million tweets based on
disaster-related keywords have been downloaded
so far. The supervised Naïve Bayes topic model is
used to classify tweets in two classes:
“information” and “not information”.
The Twitter streaming API downloads tweets
with their metadata. In addition to the tweet text
field, forty-one associated fields are also
downloaded. Many researchers have identified
different sets of features to assess the credibility of
tweets. Features such as the “number of followers,
retweet count, number of URL’s, verified, time,
user description, status count, [and] length of a
tweet” (Canini, Suh, & Pirolli, 2011; Morris et al.,
2012) will be used to assess the credibility of
tweets in the Himalayan region.
A natural disaster event will be selected as a case
study to analyse the granularity of geographic

This research project has great potential to be
implemented by disaster response agencies within
the Himalayan region and also by international
organizations by adapting during and post-disaster
framework. The Himalayan region is important in
determining world climate, prone to frequent
hazards, and is generally less accessible due to a
lack of facilities and resources. This research can
be a good platform to minimize the impact of
disasters in this region. This research project
enriches the Geographic Information Science
methods and concepts by focusing on unique
spatio-temporal phenomena of natural disasters.
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